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1. ABSTRACT

Software maintenance is defined as
activities performed on a software product
following to its release for use. These
activities control the changes that are often
crucial during this phase of the software life
cycle. It is important to retest in order to
authenticate that these modifications or
changes do not have unintended effects and,
therefore, the system still satisfies with its
specified requirements. Due to time and
resource constraints it is not possible to
execute all the test cases. The selective
retesting of the system or component is
called regression testing. Regression testing
establishes the confidence in the modified
program. It may account for as much as half
of the cost of software maintenance. The
importance of regression testing can be
understood from the fact that the single most
costly bug in software history could have
been revealed by regression testing.
Regression testing is a kind of testing which
requires maximum effort, time and cost. In
fact, it might be hard to run the whole

application unattended and to simulate any
asynchronous input (e.g., interactive inputs)
the application may receive. In such cases,
regression testing can last days or weeks and
can involve substantial human effort. Hence
a technique like Test case prioritization has
to be devised which will lead to early fault
detection maintenance. The importance of
regression testing can be understood from
the fact that the single most costly bug in
software history could have been revealed
by regression testing. Regression testing is a
kind of testing which requires maximum
effort, time and cost. In fact, it might be hard
to run the whole application unattended and
to simulate any asynchronous input (e.g.,
interactive inputs) the application may
receive. In such cases, regression testing can
last days or weeks and can involve
substantial human effort. Hence a technique
like Test case prioritization has to be
devised which will lead to early fault
detection.
Software developers often save the test
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suites they develop for their software so that
they can reuse those test suites later as the
software evolves. Such test suite reuse, in
the form of regression testing, is pervasive
in the software industry and, together with
other regression testing activities, has been
estimated to account for as much as one-half
of the cost of software maintenance.
Running all of the test cases in a test suite,
however, can require a large amount of
effort. For example, if one of the product is
having 20,000 lines of code, the entire test
suite requires roughly seven weeks to run.
For this reason, researchers have considered
various techniques for reducing the cost of
regression testing, including regression test
selection and test suite minimization
techniques. Regression test selection
techniques reduce the cost of regression
testing by selecting an appropriate subset of
the existing test suite, based on information
about the program, modified version, and
test suite. Test suite minimization techniques
lower costs by reducing a test suite to a
minimal subset that maintains equivalent
coverage of the original test suite with
respect to a particular test adequacy
criterion. Test case prioritization techniques
schedule test cases for regression testing in
an order that attempts to maximize some
objective function. For example, testers
might wish to schedule test cases in an order
that achieves code coverage at the fastest
rate possible, exercises features in order of
expected frequency of use, or exercises
subsystems in an order that reflects their
historical propensity to fail. When the time
required to execute all test cases in a test
suite is short, test case prioritization may not
be cost effective and it may be most

expedient simply to schedule test cases in
any order. When the time required to run all
test cases in the test suite is sufficiently
long, however, test case prioritization may
be beneficial.
When the time required to re-execute an
entire test suite is short, test case
prioritization may not be cost-effective - it
may be sufficient simply to schedule test
cases in any order. When the time required
to execute an entire test suite is sufficiently
long, however, test case prioritization may
be beneficial, because in this case, meeting
testing goals earlier can yield meaningful
benefits.
Because test case prioritization techniques
do not themselves discard test cases, they
can avoid the drawbacks that can occur
when regression test selection and test suite
minimization
discard
test
cases.
Alternatively, in cases where the discarding
of test cases is acceptable, test case
prioritization can be used in conjunction
with regression test selection or test suite
minimization techniques to prioritize the test
cases in the selected or minimized test suite.
Further, test case prioritization can increase
the likelihood that, if regression testing
activities are unexpectedly terminated,
testing time will have been spent more
beneficially than if test cases were not
prioritized.
Keywords: Test Case Prioritization, Test
Prioritization Methods, Test Prioritization
Comparison, Multiple Test Prioritization
and Test Suite Prioritization, Genetic
Algorithm.
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integrating the components. This in turn
affects the quality and reliability of the
software.

2. INTRODUCTION

Regression testing is the process of
validating modifications introduced in a
system during software maintenance.
Regression testing is an expensive Process
used to validate modified software. As the
test suite size is very large, system retesting
consumes large amount of time and
computing resources. This issue of retesting
of software systems can be handled using a
good test case prioritization technique. A
prioritization technique schedules the test
cases for execution so that the test cases
with higher priority executed before lower
priority. The objective of test case
prioritization is to detect fault as early as
possible. Test case prioritization becomes a
challenge in Component-based Software
System
(CBSS)
which
facilitates
development of complex systems by
integrating the reusable components. CBSS
has emerged as an approach that offers rapid
development of system using fewer
resources and effort. The core idea of reuse
and reducing the development costs can be
achieved if the components offer reliable
services. Thus, integration of components
and testing become an important phase in
CBSS. Integration of components involves
understanding
communication
and
coordination between the components.
Developers do not provide the sufficient
information on these components. As a
result of this, understanding of component
interactions
while
integrating
these
components becomes a challenge. Testing
components is a challenging area of
research. There have been troubles

In the recent past, Component Based
Software System (CBSS) has gained a very
high importance. This is attributed to the
reduction of cost and time in building the
software using reusable components. A
component is executable software having a
published
interface.
The
identified
advantages of CBSS: Reduced lead time,
enhanced quality. Developers are not
provided with sufficient information on
these components.
Test case prioritization techniques improve
the cost-effectiveness of regression testing
by ordering test cases such that those that
are more important are run earlier in the
testing
process.
Many prioritization
techniques have been proposed and evidence
shows that they can be beneficial. It has
been suggested, however, that the time
constraints that can be imposed on
regression testing by various software
development processes can strongly affect
the behaviour of prioritization techniques. If
this is correct, a better understanding of the
effects of time constraints could lead to
improved prioritization techniques, and
improved
maintenance
and
testing
processes. Regression testing is almost
universally
employed
by
software
organizations. It is important for software
quality, but it can also be prohibitively
expensive. For example, for a product, a
regression test suite containing over 30,000
functional test cases that require over 1000
machine hours to execute. Hundreds of
hours of engineer time are also needed to
3
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oversee this regression testing process, set
up test runs, monitor testing results, and
maintain testing resources such as test cases,
oracles, and automation utilities.

with past histories of problems (take advice
from development team)Areas with complex
coding (where were the developers most
challenged)

An improved rate of fault detection during
regression testing can let software engineers
begin their debugging activities earlier than
might otherwise be possible, speeding the
release of the software. An improved rate of
fault detection can also provide faster
feedback on the system under test and
provide earlier evidence when quality goals
have not been met, thus allowing strategic
decisions about release schedules to be made
earlier than might otherwise be possible.
Test case prioritization techniques improve
the cost-effectiveness of regression testing
by ordering test cases such that those that
are more important are run earlier in the
testing process. Prioritization can provide
earlier feedback to testers and management,
and allow engineers to begin debugging
earlier. It can also increase the probability
that if testing ends prematurely, important
test cases have been run.

Areas of most frequent use Major
functionalities rather than going into detail
New functionality.

Below are some factors to consider in
prioritizing test cases:
Mission-critical components (take advice
from Requirements/Customer)
Complex features (take advice from
development
team/Requirements)
Wherefailures would be most visible (take
advice from development team)
Features that undergo frequent changes (take
advice from development team) 5 Areas

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The aim is to have retesting of the system or
component
i.e.
regression
testing.
Regression testing requires maximum effort,
time and cost. Regression testing can last
days or weeks and can involve substantial
human effort. So the problem in hand is how
to develop a technique like Test case
prioritization which will lead to early fault
detection. Further the question in hand is 1)
How to reduce the cost of
regression testing, including regression test
selection and test suite minimization
techniques.
2)
How can be test cases
prioritized for execution so that the test
cases with higher priority executed before
lower priority with the help of genetic
algorithm.

Software testing is an important activity of
the software development process, and
automated test case generation contributes to
reduce cost and time efforts. The research on
software testing problems has cantered
mostly on software test optimization and
intelligent software testing techniques are
extensively proposed to solve software test
4
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optimization problems.
Several meta-heuristic search techniques
such as applying rules, metaheuristics (like
Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony
Optimization
(ACO),
Tabu
Search,
Simulated
Annealing,
Bacteriologic
Algorithm (BA), etc.), Fuzzy logic and
Neural Networks (NN), Hybrid Genetic
Algorithm (HGA) and other approximation
methods have been proposed for some
specific types of problems in test
optimization and there is still a need for a
more effective solution approach to more
general problems such as test suite
optimization and there is a need for
developing models and efficient algorithms
to achieve optimization by satisfying the
specified test adequacy criteria.
4. OBJECTIVES

Regression testing is the process of
validating modifications introduced in a
system during software maintenance.
Regression testing is an expensive process
used to validate modified software. As the
test suite size is very large, system retesting
consumes large amount of time and
computing resources. This issue of retesting
of software systems can be handled using a
good test case prioritization technique. A
prioritization technique schedules the test
cases for execution so that the test cases
with higher priority executed before lower
priority. The objective of test case
prioritization is –
1)
possible.
2)

To detect fault as early as
Test

case

prioritization

becomes a challenge in Component-based
Software System (CBSS) which facilitates
development of complex systems by
integrating the reusable components.
3)
Improve the Test Case
prioritization techniques and the costeffectiveness of regression testing by
ordering test cases such that those that are
more important are run earlier in the testing
process.
4)
Provide earlier feedback to
testers and management, and allow
engineers to begin debugging earlier through
Prioritization.
5)
To increase the probability
that if testing ends prematurely, important
test cases have been run.
6)
The primary intension of this
research work is to prioritize the regression
testing test cases.
7)
Focusing only on the
particular test cases based on the
prioritization will reduce the computation
cost and time. The proposed method will
effectively prioritize the regression test
cases.
5. PROPOSED APPROACH

Regression testing may take minutes to
weeks to months of time depending on the
size of the test suite and how long each test
case takes to run. However, through the use
of an effective prioritization technique,
testers can reorder the test cases to obtain an
increased rate of fault detection in the
system, allowing corrections to be made
earlier and raising overall confidence that
the software has been adequately tested. If
execution needs to be halted after some time
5
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period, a prioritized test suite is more likely
to be more effective during that time period
than would have been achieved using a
random ordering. However, if the desired
execution time to run the test cases is known
in advance, a better test case ordering may
be possible.
The work proposes, the genetic algorithm
(GA) reordered the test cases using
established criteria without knowledge of
the faults in the system. The ordering was
determined using test adequacy criteria,
which predict how likely errors are to be
found rather than how many errors the test
actually finds or how many faults exist in
the code. Focusing only on the particular test
cases based on the prioritization will reduce
the computation cost and time. The
proposed method will effectively prioritize
the regression test cases. Once the GA is
completed, the new prioritized sub
sequences of the provided unit test suites
were executed on select Java programs. The
"goodness" of these orderings was measured
using an evaluation metric called An
Average Percentage of Faults Detected
(APFD) that will also be calculated.

7. GENETIC ALGORITHM

The primary intension of the work is to
prioritize the regression testing test cases.
In order to prioritize the test cases, some of
the factors to be calculated. These factors
will be used in the prioritization algorithm.
The factors are (1) customer assigned
priority of requirements, (2) developerperceived code implementation complexity,
(3) changes in requirements, (4) fault impact
of requirements, (5) completeness and (6)
traceability (7) Execution time etc,. Then the
Requirement Factor Value will be calculated
based on these Based on these factors, a
weight age will be assigned to each test case
in the software. According to the weight age
assigned, the test cases are prioritized. The
prioritization is based on genetic algorithm
(GA). The requirement factor values will be
optimized by using the GA. The fitness can
be calculated by using the factor values and
weight age assigned. The test case with
maximum fitness value will be elected as the
high priority test case.

6. PROPOSED TOOLS

Rational Functional Tester
Coverage analysis tool
Genetic algorithm (GA)
Evaluation metric called
Average Percentage of Faults Detected
(APFD)
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For this reason, researchers have considered
various techniques for reducing the cost of
regression testing, including regression test
selection and test suite minimization
techniques. Regression test selection
techniques reduce the cost of regression
testing by selecting an appropriate subset of
the existing test suite, based on information
about the program, modified version, and
test suite. Test suite minimization techniques
lower costs by reducing a test suite to a
minimal subset that maintains equivalent
coverage of the original test suite with
respect to a particular test adequacy
criterion.

8. CONCLUSION

Regression testing is one of the most critical
activities of software development and
maintenance.
Whenever
software is
modified, a set of tests are run and the
comparison of new outputs is done with the
older ones to avoid unwanted changes. If
new output and old output match it implies
the modifications made in one part of the
software didn‟t affect the remaining
software. It is not appropriate to re-execute
every test case for a program if changes
occur. The problem of regression test
selection can be solved by prioritizing test
cases.
Regression test
prioritization
techniques reorder the execution of a test
suite in an attempt to ensure that defects are
revealed earlier in the test execution phase.

Test case prioritization is a method to
prioritize and schedule test cases. The
technique is developed in order to run test
cases of higher priority in order to minimize
time, cost and effort during software testing
phase. The
review shows that many
researchers propose many methods to
prioritize and reduce the effort, time and
cost in the software testing phase, such as
test case prioritization methods, regression
selection techniques and test case reduction
approaches. This paper concentrates on test
case prioritization techniques only. This
paper shows that there are many
prioritization techniques researched between
1998 and 2008. With the existing
techniques, this study introduces a new “4C”
type of test case prioritization techniques,
which are: (a) customer requirement-based
techniques, (b) coverage-based techniques,
(c) cost effective-based techniques and (d)
7
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chronographic history-based techniques.
First, the customer requirement-based
techniques are methods to directly prioritize
test cases from requirement specifications.
Second, the coverage based techniques are
structural white-box testing techniques.
They compare test program behaviour
against the apparent intention of the source
code.
However, this paper suggests the
following future works to improve the
capability of those two methods: (a) apply
the practical prioritization weight values
for
commercial
systems
(b)improve the ability to automatically find
duplicate test cases with the same values (c)
improve the ability to automatically
prioritize multiple large test suites with real
commercial data.
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